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Hi, are you ready to download streaming online radio stations such as Winamp SHOUTcast and Icecast? Here's a simple and free program that makes it easy for you. Join today for unlimited streaming online radio from Winamp SHOUTcast and Icecast. The program is in two modes: one is Stream Grabber, the other is an audio Ripper. Stream Grabber: Use this program to download as much of your favorite music from internet radio
stations. The program can save the downloaded music into MP3, FLAC, OGG, WMA, or the program itself in the format of WAV, AIFF, MP3, WMA. The program also supports playlist (.pls) format. Ripper: The program is designed to separate the received stream into individual songs automatically, the file size, duration, artist, title and genre information are also shown. Install Now, you can't go wrong. Thank you, and enjoy!
------------------------------------------------------------------------------ Version Description Release Date ------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 1.1.1.0 Beta 1 April 12, 2014 - Now supports Winamp 5.6 or 5.9 - Automatically extract file size, duration, artist, title and genre from streams - Implemented support for.pls playlist format. 1.1.0.0 Beta March 19, 2014 - All-in-one solution for downloading and ripping live
streaming radio stations such as Winamp SHOUTcast and Icecast - Automatically convert.pls playlist format to separate files by song title and artist, playlist names are shown - Support for converting single or multiple playlist to.m3u - Improved ripping speed, now up to 13x faster on Vista and Windows 7, and it will not generate errors on Windows Vista - Completely rewritten to use Windows native APIs, so it will not crash and will be more
stable 1.0.0.3 Beta March 24, 2013 - Included updated script code to download http streams and convert.m3u and.pls to.m3u - Added support for Winamp 5.6 or 5.9 - Rewritten to use Windows native APIs to support download and rip large streams - Auto detect and separate SHOUTcast and Icecast streams, now supports all types of streams - Automatically parse.pls file to separate songs automatically - Added.m3u,.pls, and.m3u

CastRipper Crack+ Download

* Example of usage of the MACROs function: [MACRO=name="myString"] hello world [/MACRO] CASTRIPPER Description: * Easy to use and comfortable program. * This application is the best app to get your favorite online music stream on any format, any connection type. * What you will get: * All SHOUTcast Streams and all Icecast Streams. * Save your favorite songs, then you can listen to them whenever you want. * Easily
access to your favorite Radio Stations, channels, online radio, podcast, Icecast, SHOUTcast and more. * The ability to save them into your own playlist. * The ability to save the stream using playlist manager (SHOUTcast, Icecast) to ease your searches. * The ability to create any playlist, type, tag by the artist, album, song, genre. * The ability to save the stream using a 3G connection or WiFi connection. * The ability to save the stream into
the MP3 or AAC formats. * The ability to control the audio quality and change the bit rate. * Customize the interface as you like, change the font, colors, text size, etc. * Supports H.264/AAC streaming. * The ability to record and control the recording quality. * The ability to download MP3 or AAC with the option of 256-bit encryption. * The ability to create a playlist on the fly. * The ability to change the player background color. * The
ability to select files to copy them in the progress of the stream. * The ability to add the current time on the top. * The ability to select the stream type and get the stream HTML code to save it in the project file. * The ability to change the window's size. * The ability to save the stream using 3G/WiFi connection. * The ability to change the window's location when the window is hidden. * The ability to change the overlay icons' color and
transparency. * The ability to save the stream using a U.S. or a USSD connection. * The ability to change the connection icon. * The ability to lock the window. * The ability to change the ringtone in the state when the program is in the foreground. * The ability to find the player's URL by the player ID. * The 80eaf3aba8
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============================= Easily record live online audio streams (SHOUTcast.com or Icecast.org) as MP3, WAV and AIFF files. Record from a single URL or many URLs. You can set the listening interval and the recording length. You can also download audio streams into playlist files or turn them into songs by track number. There are several modes available for saving files, including saving a single song, a song from the
current playlist, or songs from different streams at the same time. You can also make music from music files in order to make your own playlists, or to burn songs into CDs. Instructions: ============================ This is a standalone program that doesn't require any additional software. After you download it, just unzip the files to anywhere on your hard drive. Then start the software and follow the instructions to use it. Visit my
website to see how it works: If you have any questions or suggestion, please send me an email. Thanks for your support! published:29 Jul 2008 views:50562 This is the BEST torrent site for TV shows, movies, software and more. Download FREE with torrent! Over 1 Million Files to Choose From. The Best Mobile App for Icecast, live streaming, SHOUTcast, Podcasting Free: Discover the best way to listen to your favorite radio stations.
Icecast is a free open-source Internet radio software project for Linux and BSD. This page is about the Icecast mobile app. Stream live on Android: Stream live on iOS: Stream live on browser: Stream live on Win: Browse all your favorite radio stations, playlists and podcasts Full function web player: Stream any MP3: Icecast is licenced under the GNU General Public Licence... Torrent:

What's New in the CastRipper?

CastRipper is a free Stream Grabber/Ripper (not a direct sound recording program), that makes it easy for you to download Icecast and SHOUTcast streams. And it separates the received stream into individual songs automatically. CastRipper has a winner interface, you will find it very easy to navigate. Have you discovered the thousands of radio stations that are available on the SHOUTcast.com and Icecast.org? Enjoy them with the help of
CastRipper - the easy stream downloader! With CastRipper, you can capture music from online radio stations and saving it to HD with artist titles and song names. It supports playlist formats and audio streams, like.pls,.m3u. Here are some key features of "CastRipper": ￭ Free drag and drop features ￭ A winner interface easy to navigate ￭ Download live online radio streams like Winamp SHOUTcast, Icecast ￭ Separates the received stream
into individual songs by the output file's size automatically ￭ Separates the received stream into individual songs by the song's duration automatically ￭ Separates the received stream into individual songs and name songs by stream's title automatically ￭ Names the individual songs automatically using the stream information ￭ Automatically parse streaming script such as.pls,.m3u to acquire real URLs ￭ Automatically tags songs with title,
artist, album and genre information ￭ Use multi-threads to download file for HTTP to significantly reduce the time of downloads Extract BitTorrent Torrents and save files to your hard drive with this free program. No more slow downloads. No more waiting for files to finish. It has a variety of options to use, including filters for specific file types. WinX EPLoader is a powerful disk-to-disk data recovery utility that can recover data from
almost all file systems. If a file can be opened in another program, it can also be recovered. Advanced data recovery features such as undelete, data recovery, digital file recovery, filesystem recovery and backup recovery are all included in the free version of WinX EPLoader. The built-in free scanning engine can scan your entire system for data that has been deleted or lost from your hard drive. File recovery can be done by either bitstream
or block-based methods. WinX EPLoader is a powerful disk-to-disk data recovery utility that can recover data from almost all file systems. If a file can be opened in another program, it can also be recovered. Advanced data recovery features such as undelete, data recovery, digital file recovery, filesystem recovery and backup recovery are all included in the free version of WinX EPLoader. The built-in free
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System Requirements For CastRipper:

PC: Windows XP / Windows Vista / Windows 7 OSX: Mac OS X 10.6 Minimum Requirements: Virtua Fighter 5 Deluxe - Nintendo 64 The game runs on NTSC and PAL video game systems. Advanced Settings: Resolution / Texture Quality: Settings for selectable graphics settings are listed below: CPU: CPU clock speed: Number of threads: RAM: Using your own CPUs Boot from NTS
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